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Kurosora Kim

Kurosora Kim was a Player Character played by Kimberly M. She was once assigned to the YSS Eucharis.
She was once adopted by paladinrpg, but is currently available to be adopted or used as an NPC by a GM.

Kurosora Kim

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 (formerly NH-29)
Gender: Female

Age: 7 (Born YE 30)
Zodiac Sign: Taurus

Height: 172cm (5' 6”)
Weight: 132 lbs (60 Kg)
Bra Size: 35B

Organization Star Army of Yamatai

Rank  Ittô Heisho
Occupation Star Army Infantry/EOD

Current Placement Orochi Squadron

Physical Characteristics

Height: -172cm (5'6“)- Mass: -132 lbs (60 Kg)- Measurements: -35 - 25 - 34 (90 - 63 - 86)- Bra Size: -35B-
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Build and Skin Colour: Slender and slightly athletic, both due to construction model as well as a
lifestyle devoted to fitness. Pale Caucasian.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Generally held to be “homely” or “pretty”, but rarely beautiful or sexy.
Kim is often considered jokingly to be a perfect example of your average Jane Doe. Red eyes that
matches her hair. (Appears nineteen/early twenties)

Hair Color and Style: - Fiery red hair worn in a tight pony-tail, slightly coarse and dry to the touch.

Distinguishing Features: Unnaturally fuzzy fur on her ears due to an incident during training, causing
the fur on her ears to become flawed when it grew back out. Right ear twitches whenever Kurosora is
very happy, aroused, or pleased.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Stubborn, loyal, and determined, Kim is often considered a model soldier who obeys orders
usually without question, but her insatiable curiosity and ambition also urges her to advance through the
ranks and do whatever is required of her to succeed. However, Kim is not completely focused only her
career, and will never attempt to gain by the misfortune of others (except those deemed enemies by the
Star Army). While disliking racism and prejudice, Kim has a slight Nekovalkyrja supremacy complex, and
while she does not believe any species to be truly inferior, she does believe the Nekovalkyrja is on
average superior in most fields compared to other species.

Likes: Firearms, jazz, blues, martial arts, training, explosives, swimming, being in space, being in Zero
Gravity environments. Dislikes: Loud music, cowards, whimps, urban environments, racism, prejudice.
Goals: Becoming a Chusa in the Star Army of Yamatai, becoming the galaxy's strongest martial artist.

History

Family (or Creators)

Created by the Ketsurui Zaibatsu.

Pre-RP

Created by the Ketsurui Zaibatsu in YE 30, Kim underwent long months of training to help her become
what she considers the best possible soldier for the Yamatai Empire, including advanced firearms and
explosives and martial arts.

Kim was granted the surname of “Kurusora” by the scientist who created her for the Zaibatsu and 'raised'
her during her younger months while. The name was granted due to the fact that when she broods, she
gives of the impression of a dark thundercloud.
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Kim had a fairly uneventful childhood and training, and the only real exciting incident happened when
during her demolition training, which left her and her instructor without eyebrows and singed fur on her
ears, and a rather large hole in a wall.

In the RP

Kim participated in a planetary surface mission in the Viridian System.

Service Record

Assignment name

YSS Eucharis

N/A

-N/A-

Skills

Communication

Kim is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Kim is fluent in Nepleslian, and Yamataian. She can speak and write
both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. As a
Nekovalkyrja, Kim also has skills within telepathic communication.

Fighting

Kim has received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, energy rifles, grenades, knives, and power
armor. In addition to the standard hand-to-hand combat training, Kim has long been training martial arts
to increase her combat effectiveness. Along with her training, Kim also sports the enhanced strenght and
feline agility and grace of an NH-29 Nekovalkyrja.
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Technology Operation

Kim is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information. With her Nekovalkyrjan telepathy
and her SPINE system, Kim can easily communicate and use most current Yamtatai Star Army
technology.

Mathematics

Kim has received advanced mathematics training, to including up to advanced algebra and trigonometry.
Her Android-like mind helps her mathematic skills considerably and allows her to form more complex
solutions for combat situations and navigations easier than a non-Nekovalkyrja. She is also skilled in
using mathematics with her demolition skills in order to propperly discern explosive components.

Demolitions

Kim has received extensive demolitions training, learning to identify, handle, disarm, dispose of, and
manufacture most known explosives and how to best apply said explosives on various structures and
items. In addition to being familiar with standard military explosives, Kurosora is also adept in
manufacturing, handling, disarming, and disposing of IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices).

Physical

Kim is a strong swimmer, and has taken advanced lessons to increase her stamina as well as more
acrobatic moves. In addition to these swimming lessons, Kim has taken basic and advanced Zero Gravity
training enhanced by her swimming lessons, making her completely at ease in zero gravity
environments. Both her swimming and Zero G training is enhanced by her natural grace and agility as a
Nekovalkyrja.

Domestic

Domestic: Kim also knows the basic domestic skills required to maintain a clean and healthy living space
and provide food and sustenance for a strong and healthy Infantry unit.

Inventory

Clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
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1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals

Star Army Gear

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Electronics

Electronic Money Card

Miscellaneous

Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top (for medals)
1 Service Award for YSS Eucharis Mission 3
1 Good Conduct Award

Finances

Kurosora Kim is currently a Nitô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary of 75 KS
per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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